Workbook Answer Sheet

Stage 4 More Stories C

Dad's Jacket

P2

Missing numbers

7+ 4= 11
6+4= 10
13-5= 9
6+3= 9
13-10= 3
5+9= 14
12-6= 6
20-4= 16
9-0= 9

Write the missing numbers in these sums.

10+10=20, 15+5= 20, 13+7=20, 11+9=20
10-5=5, 8-3=5, 7-2=5, 9-4=5, 6-1=5

P3

2. This book makes me think of the time when I lost my jacket at a fair.

P4

Match.

1. □□□□ - poster
2. □□□□ - tables
3. □□□□ - books
4. □□□□ - plants
5. □□□□ - jacket

P5

Who did it?

- Who made a poster? Chip
- Who had some books? Wilf
- Who put Dad's jacket on? A man
- Who ran after the man? Dad
Choose the correct word.
- outside.
- poster.
- Anneena
- Dad

- bought/ jacket.
- ran/ man.
- gave / ten pounds.

Who said it?
- a man.
- Wilma.
- Dad.
- a man.

What happened first?
- First, Chip made a poster.
- Then a man put Dad's jacket on.
- After that Dad looked for his jacket.
- At the end Dad ran after the man.

- some tables outside.
- children in Need.
- some plants.
- some clothes.

1. The most important event:
Answers may vary:
Dad looked at Annenna's game. A man put Dad’s jacket on. The man bought the jacket. Dad
looked for his jacket. Dad ran after the man. The man gave Wilma then pounds. for Children in

2. The most important sentence:
Answers may vary: That’s my jacket.

3. The most important words:
jacket, plants, pounds, etc